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Intro from Adam Scheuer
(founder of iHaveUC.com and UC patient since Oct. 2008)

Basic Idea
As many of you who are part of the site realize, 
UC is for sure not a disease that just a few of us 
have.  There’s people all over the world dealing 
colitis.  

The good news is we can all learn from each 
other AND this month’s survey was focused on 
Exercise and how people get their fitness on.

I sent out an email to the newsletter notifying everyone that the 
survey had begun and there was a link to participate.  I set the survey 
to run for about 4 days, afterwards the link would let you know the 
survey was complete. 

I was out of town most of last week (otherwise this would have been 
available a few days faster), but once I had some decent internet 
connection again, I compiled all the results from the surveyf (and the 
pictures that over 100 of you included) and posted the results to the 
site minus the hundreds of user comments which are only available in 
this PDF file you’re reading now.

That’s how these surveys work, pretty simple right:)  

So thanks for reading the information, thanks to everyone who 
participated, and if you are not on the newsletter yet, no worries, you 
can join here:  www.ihaveuc.com/newsletter
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Question 1:  
Do you exercise more or 

less since you’ve been 
diagnosed with UC?
Less 284 55%

More 235 45%
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Question 2:  How many 
days per week do you 

exercise?
% # of Responses
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Question 3:  What is your 
most common form of 

exercise?
(Below is a small sample of some who included pictures, full results 
on next page)
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Some of the “Other Options” were the following:

elyptical bike
stationary bike
gym equipment circuit
crossfit
body combat
horse riding
aerobics
pilates
boxing
triathalon training
cardio
zumba

Votes for most common form of exercise

Walking

Other Option

Running

Weight Lifting

Yoga

Bike Riding

Playing Sports

Swimming

Golf

Ice Skating/ Blading

0 60 120 180 240 300
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Question 4:  Do you think 
too much exercise can 

aggravate your UC?

No, I don’t think too much exercise aggravates my UC 49%
Other / I’m not sure         32%
Yes, too much exercise is not good for my colitis	 	 	 20%
(some rounding in the percentages...101%..??)

The full list of responses from UC’er who had some more to say to this 
question:  

•Until bras for large intestines are invented, I cannot run. WAlking is dicey at 
times. The elliptical machine lets me exercise without jostling the inflamed 
organ too much.

•just dont have alot energy some weeks

•When I do any exercise that involves beding over or on left side, lying down, I 
have to go more.

•I used to be very physically active. This disease has crippled me. I suffer with 
severe joint pain now.

•Many times I observed, that doing some mild exercise reduces UC

•When in a flare up, exercise can tend to aggravate my UC

•Only when I have a flare and cramps, then exercise is impossible. When in 
remission then can exercise up to 5x a week.

•I have proctitis and when I exercise i don't seem to get as much bleeding
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•I don't exercise when I feel sick

•Bikram yoga dehydrates you too much

•It's what my life is all about. For me to feel like I have any kind of "quality of life" 
I have to be able to be physically active on a daily basis. I get fit, and then get 
knocked down periodically. You'd think I'd accept this after 30 years of UC, but I 
don't.

•During a flare up it increases symptoms and I have no energy to do it.

•If you are already tired, exercise can drain you and risk a flare

•Sometimes I get frustrated with having UC pain, bone pain and fatigue 
SO...when I think I might start exercising again, I exercise too much or too hard 
and then I find myself having increased pain, cramping, trips to the bathroom 
and abdominal and bone pain. So I think when I don't pace myself, the 
symptoms are very exaggerrated.

•I have trained extensively for racing triathlons in past years. Presently, my 
routine is much more moderate (typically 30 min-1hr). Have had flare up with 
both scenarios. During flares have modified to lighter training.

•Sometimes I'm just too weak to exercise from all the blood loss.

•Once i was was on an appropriate dosage of necessary meds and found my 
levels 2 years ago there have been no issues. Early morning swims at 0500 are 
a little more difficult to attend. But, anything worth doing is never easy!!

•Less nerves, less scare

•It's hard to run or walk far from home ..... When the feeling hits ya, you do not 
want to be far!

•exercise by walking before I got a really bad flare up. Now that I have lost 25-30 
lbs and on the down swing of the flare up, I would like to start exercising again. 
Lose another 10-15 lbs. don't know if the exercise will make my flare up worse.

•I spend enough time running to the loo as i am in continuous flare.

•I believe lack of exercise worsens not only UC but many other conditions. 
Exercise,proper rest,& a healthier diet cured me of acid reflux, ulcers, and 
diabetes. As a senior citizen, trust me it works.

•UC causes me to shorten runs or miss yoga when I'm having issues due to pain, 
noisy gut and accidents.

•Unless you trying to work out your abdomen you re fine
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•Im not sure if this is a coincidence however when I start going to the gym and 
using he tread mill to do some running after a couple of months my colitis 
appears to flare up? I then end up staying away from the gym until it calms 
down again (usually a few months). Im not sure if running just doesn't agree 
with my colitis and actually aggravates it? Im thinking of returning to the gym 
but I am thinking of trying different exercises (more gentle)....

•When I have a flare up I don't exercise as activity can make it worse.

•Not sure as I've certainly reduced my exercise regime since my diagnosis 16 
mths ago. I have fairly mild ulcerative proctitis that is well managed with 
salofalk sachets 1gram - 2x am and pm and 4gram salofalk enemas every 
second night.

•Before 6mp, heavy exercise would put me in a flare. Now with 6mp the only GI 
symptoms I may have is CHLOE (my colon) cramping, so then I just slow down 
until cramping subsides. Usually once the cramping starts it will continue to be 
triggered in that exercise session though.

•I would love to do more but know that after pushing myself one day I will be 
suffering the next three.

•I feel that exercise must surely help with UC, because it keeps me healthier and 
helps me feel less stressed. I'm not sure if strenuous exercise helps during a 
flare up though.

•I think it's great for me it's good for mind body and soul!

•The more the better
Lots of exercise and lots of water

•Well, I've never been one to exercise too much so can't really comment. 
However, I have to say that when my UC symptoms were rearing their uglies, I 
did no exercise, not even leg raises outside the bathroom.

•I usually feel more energized after working out, must be all those endorphins 
that are produced.

•strenous exercise might aggrivate the symptoms

•I'm too busy and too much of a lazy slug. I think more exercise would make me 
feel better mentally as well as physically. I still remember those endorphin 
highs from running. Funny thing the UC diagnosis happened when I was more 
physically active (age 26) - now I'm 60. I need to find time to "tell my story." I 
have plenty to say. I hope LONG stories are okay. (BTW had colonoscopy today. 
FYI that pretty new SuPrep is 1,000 x better than Go Litely (and I have always 
wondered what kind of jokester came up with THAT name!)
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•When I'm anemic I often can't exercise due to extreme fatigue

•I ride my bike 4 miles a day n summer but do no exervise in winter months. Do 
not notice any difference in UC

•Cardio can aggravate my symptoms. However, some form of excercise even 
when in a bad flare helps but I choose less strenuous yoga classes at those 
times.

•any movement can stimulate my colon....just bending over or rolling over in 
bed.
oddly,snow skiing usually does not affect my colon....maybe it's the cold ~}.

•Makes you poop but I hope stmulate healing

•All within moderation depending on the severity.

•I don't know that it aggrevates my UC, but I do get more tired than I used to 
when I exercised. It also seems to increase or bring on joint pains.

•In remission, I'm worried about lifting weights and stressing my abdomen.

•I feel too much abdominal work overtime can possibly make uc worst. Not 100% 
sure but I prefer to do some abdominal work here and there not every week as I 
feel it's not long before my bowel starts to feel worst.

•During winter, exercise aggravates my colitis yet during the summer I can 
indulge in more jogging and cycling.

•since my diagnosis of uc i get tired so after a days work i dont have the energy 
to exercise - also i have painful joints

•Depends on the exercise. I find doing any kind of High Intensity Interval 
Training can cause me to flare.

•It really depends on the severity of my flare up. If it's not too bad, I feel better 
for having worked out. But if it's too severe, it aggregates it.

•Although sometimes I do have a fear that I will need to go to the bathroom mid-
run, I find that I have my best days when I get my body moving.

•I think I feel like I have less energy from my medication which is remicade but I 
am not sure.For me UC is a guessing game nobody knows 100% whats good or 
bad and if peoples meds are effecting them in different ways.Im confused 
anyway:/

•I was only diagnosed in January and managed to get it under control with 
prednisone (which I am now off) and mesalazine I get to a point where i am 
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generally symptom free. When i exercise now I do tire very easily and if I push 
it too much I get stomach cramps. I gained considerable weight on the 
prednisone so am not sure if me tiring easily is a result of that or the UC.

•if I'm flaring, I will just walk or do stretches. I also think my recovery is slower 
after a heavy weights sesh because of UC.

•I thought maybe the high-intensity of CrossFit made things worse, but almost 
every time I cut back or stop, my UC symptoms get worse.

•I try and exercise as much as I feel able, if it hurts I stop,

•I dont believe it aggrevates it any more but with UC I tend to have less energy 
and feel so exhausted that I don't want to do any type of exercising.

•It is very dependant on staus of flare. If im in a flare and try to exercise, it 
typically results in an accident if a bathroom is not extremely close. Not during 
a flare, UC doesnt affect my exercise

•I am a female who has started doing weight lifting 2 weeks ago, I'm loving it! As 
of yet it has not aggravated my UC, infact my body feels great after a good 
workout.

•I won't exercise without a toilet in sight and this combined with my chronic 
fatigue is restricting my life

•I like to run, but haven't really run as much since being diagnosed with UC. I 
noticed a pattern a few years ago...It's seems like when I do more intense 
exercise - like running, high-intensity aerobics - it bothers me. Compared to 
walking, light weight training and yoga which seem to help. It's possible it's all 
in my head...or other factors. Maybe I need to keep a more thorough journal :)

•Sometimes UC stops me from exercising, because I am in pain, fatigued, or 
making to many trips yo the bathroom that day. I find if I make myself get 
active, even if I exercise in my house to be near the bathroom I do feel better.

•In addition to UC I also have back problems.

•I felt starting yoga - something I never considered before I was diagnosed - 
helped me manage joint pain and aided with digestion.

•Only time I can't exercise is at onset and during bad flare if it's a mini flare I still 
do.,

•I used to excercise frequently, 5 or 6 days a week of heavy weight lifting, 
kickboxing, 5 miles a day of walking. When I was diagnosed with UC I cut way 
back. Face it, you don't want to try heavy squats during a flare! I haven't been 
able to achieve remission but once in the past 4 years and that was only for 9 
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months. Recently I just said screw it and started lifting again. Added horseback 
riding and walking again, and while I do get very tired, oddly enough, I feel 
better overall. Better mood, better sleep...and my symptoms, while not gone, are 
a bit better. This is a weird and unpredictable disease so I don't know if it's the 
excercise that has me feeling better or what, but I'm grateful for some relief.My 
doctor has me starting Humira next week...curious to see how that works out.

•I only started exercising when I lost my colon to UC. I never knew that 
exercising was possible!! I used to have accidents or faint or be sick when I 
attempted it in the years I had a colon.

•I find it better to start out slow and do what your body can handle then slowly 
work yourself up towards longer/tougher exercises. Also I found that working 
out in an air conditioned space was better on my body than outside in the heat.

•Moderate exercise seems to help but really fatiguing my body seems to hurt.

•it seems like when I get back into the routine of running everyday I seem to get 
a flare up. Last 2 month no flare's but only ran may 6 times.

•I think exercise can only help, but I find it more difficult because of fatigue and 
asthma which has also worsened since my diagnosis.

•I've never noticed a correlation between exercise and my UC.

•I'm too exhausted to exercise

•I have been an avid running for over 30 years. Have had UC x 20 years. always 
wanted to do a half marathon. trained and fund raised for Team Challenge. Oh 
boy, my 1st Half marathon had a dramatic finish. Would up getting ischemic 
bowel with exacerbated Colitis and my entire colon emptied into my shorts as I 
crossed the finish line! It has not stopped me, but I do know my body now and 
can know when to slow up and call it a day!
Still love running and added yoga . perfect blend of exercise

•I'm in remission, so my answer is no. However, while I was in flares, my answer 
would have been yes.

•I do have some discomfort in the abdominal area when exercising but not 
always.

•Environment
Emotion
Exercise
(three things you need to be aware of - extreme ends of these three can trigger 
UC/Crohns)
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•I am in remission now, with no symptoms, but I probably wouldn't try 
exercising excessively if I was in a flare.

•Working out in the gym has restored much of the 30# of muscle I lost when I 
was first hospitalized

•It can really inflame my joints and tendons and that's been a major issue. I have 
mostly stopped running bc it was making me even more chronically inflamed 
and in pain

•Too much of anything can aggravate anything.........Moderation, moderation, 
moderation is the key, at least in my opinion!

•It doesn't make my crohns flare up, but I am aware of how tired it can make me.

•Every time I do anything exerting I get cranky and have to go!!

•I think it helps with pain management and a more positive outlook.

•Yes. I use to run marathons and bike. I am unable to do this after my first major 
flare 2 years ago. I have changed my routine and strength train and play tennis. 
I also ride my horse. If I over do it, my colon and stomach react immediately.

•Exercise is how I release my frustrations from suffering from UC.

•Not so much how much exercise but the heat and humidity definitely cause 
some additional discomfort and urgency.

•Last July, I'd been feeling fairly good, went on a group hike that ended up to be 
far more strenuous than I realized it would be, and the very next day, I started 
into a flare up that lasted for months. Not sure if connected or just coincidence.

•Depending on the type. If only yoga, it seems to help; no matter how often. 
However, more intense exercising seems to aggravate my UC.

•Lifting weights is my escape from stress

•I don't think it affects my UC but I don't workout that hard. I think if I were to 
exercise more it might actually help.

•If I make some exercise I have to go to the toilet more often but I don´t think 
that means my UC gets worse.

•I don't think exercise aggravates my UC. I think UC interferes with exercise 
sometimes (i.e. feeling the urge to go to the bathroom when I am in the middle 
of a run)
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•I suppose it all depends on whether one is in flare-up mode. I walk my dog twice 
a day, but my route will be restricted if I happen to be in flare-up mode, for 
obvious reasons.

•I find that I feel better if I force myself to get out and exercise

•Sometimes especially when I'm in a flare up , I have no energy and my joints 
hurt really bad . Makes it hard to want to workout

•I feel it helps me

•On the contrary, I believe steady exercise keeps my UC at bay.

•But sometime my body totally empties out after a long run. i.e diarrhea

•My first 10 or so years with this disease were not affected by it(exercise), but 
the last 4-5 years have been a constant struggle. I recently realized that every 
period of remission, or close to it, I would get serious about my workouts - 
running and weights- and soon after I was in another flare.

•Even if I try to do house work it wears me out

•During a flare up, the definition of "too much" changes.

•I have not found that exercise aggravates my UC. I definitely listen to my body 
though, get plenty of rest, eat (mostly) whole foods and try to keep my stress 
levels down. It all contributes.
However, if any of my symptoms did return I would completely scale back and 
reserve my body's energy for healing.

•I run long distance, it affects my digestive system.

•It definitely gets things moving through my intestinal tract.

•I try to not push when I feel run down...that can aggravate things for me. But 
for the most part exercise makes me feel great...being mindful is more 
important to me now than it used to be. I am not afraid to do rest days or swap 
out a relaxing yoga class in place of a run.

•Some days it bothers it, some days not. Only rigorous exercise seems to have an 
affect, walking does not.

•I haven't been exercising much other then walking because my joints hurt and I 
get fatigued quickly.

•It helps me a great deal.
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•Real fine balance. Mountain biking is good for me but strength training/ 
exercise seems to make me worse the next day.

•In 10 years I've never noticed a correlation between my exercise and uc

•If I am in a flare it has/can, but not normally.

•As long as the exercise is not strenuous like pushing oneself to the limits

•Depends on your current status. When I'm flaring badly I do not work out.

•I feel better when I exercise. I sleep better, too, which helps my overall health.

•For me, I've noticed, it's not frequency, but intensity.

•I exercise the same amount since being diagnosed, but there were only 'more' or 
'less' as options.

•I used to lift weights twice per week. 3 years after my UC diagnosis, I started 
having joint aches in my back. Lifting weights aggravated that condition enough 
that I stopped.

•as long as you eat well and hydrate yourself.

•Usually I feel better when I am working out. There were times when I would not 
work out do to symptoms and I could tell that I would feel worse.

•I have noticed that when i do intense exercises daily and get tired, my colitis 
suddenly flares up. since about past two months i have not been exercising 
much (I bike for an hour everyday) and touch wood my colitis is under control. I 
dont know if theres a connection between exercising or not, but i definitely have 
been seeing changes after reducing my exercising.

•I just get really tired and have no energy :(

•Depends on the form of exercise.

•Yes. I have constant flares and have to excuse myself from exercise class when I 
push myself too hard. I am running to the bathroom!

•When I hit a max my tummy starts to churn more than it did before UC but its 
about a good balance.

•weights can strain your mid section . abs . esp during a flare .

•I dont exercise to excess. Just enough to stay fit. I think it is good to be as 
healthy as possible when you are struggling with UC.
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•It is very difficult to schedule exercise when feeling poorly. Exercise tends to be 
secondary to what can be done when feeling well enough to meet obligations.

•After being diagnosed nearly two years ago I'm still not sure if exercise 
physically affects my UC. I have cut down on my exercising-gym/football/etc as I 
seem to get tired quicker.
But I love exercising as I think it helps mentally.

•I'm not sure because exercise decreases cortisol with is a contributor in my UC. 
Yet depending on the type of exercise, I feel that it exacerbates issues I have in 
my rectum (which truly is my trouble spot area). Will say working the abs is 
definitely beneficial I'm finding in my UC.

•Feel much better since I started

•Exercise helps me hold on to weight and muscle that UC takes away.

•If I'm in a bad flare, I have to give up working out to give my body time to heal, I 
replace exercise with going to bed! - but I haven't noticed a direct cause between 
amping up my workouts and then having a flare.

•When I have a flare up it is impossible to exercise and very frustrating. I have 
pains in my stomach and pretty much impossible to exercise properly. For the 
last 3 months I have been taking probiotics and I have felt much better and this 
has allowed me to exercise more frequently including sit-ups !

•Frequently, a little bit of exertion send me to the toilet.

•I definitely think that exercise helps colitis. Exercise gets the body's "juices" 
flowing, fights off depression, helps maintain one's appetite, and I think limits 
colitis side effects. This is all purely unscientific, and might just rely on the 
powers of suggestion, but I think it reflects a healthy attitude toward a disease 
we have to learn to live with.

•After several weeks at the same pace, my UC calms down to virtually zero 
symptoms. My symptoms only increase when I increase my workout schedule 
(or intensity) or when i start back after being sick with a cold/flu/sinus.

•I used to run a lot but then I realized that every time I did a long distance race I 
would start to have blood in my stool again

•Too much exercise can aggrevate my UC, dependent on what that exercise is. 
Running, especially long mileage, can be difficult. Proper hydration and fuel is 
important here, but I commonly feel ill immediately afterward.

•My exercise cannot be to rigorous because I suffer from fecal incontine... I have 
even had problems golfing... Which I love :-)
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•Haven't had the energy to work out much

•Running aggravates it

•When I have tried extreme exercising, P90x for example, my colitis flared and I 
feel it was because of the strenuous exercise.

•Usually brings on a BM

•Can make me feel more tired

•I only do low impact though such as walking, kayaking, yoga.

•Q2 More/Less/ we need another option. the same. hasn't changed. When I was in 
a flare from Jan.-March of this year, I had to scale back. The little energy I had, I 
had to save for class, so I could teach. The SCD has given me my energy back.

•Just don't feel like doing it.

•Even a healthy person can exercise too much and actually weaken their 
immune system (professional body builders often get sick after competitions) 
so you just have to do what is right for your body. Every one is different.
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Question 5:  Are you 
scared to exercise or be 
more active because of 

your UC?
Sometimes	 	 	 	 	 	 	 38%
No	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 36%
Yes	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 26%

Below are the comments that participants left for this question:

•I once walked a lot -- but having to stay near plumbing facilities has definitely 
hampered my activities.

•sometimes mite need to go loo quickly

•If it is acute UC I dont feel to put more pressure on my body by doing exercise, 
but if my belly is doing fine, it seems to be helpful to do some physical exercise

•Depends if u.c active

•If hurting yes. If not no.

•Used to enjoy long runs or cycling. Very anxious of getting caught short since 
diagnoses.

•Being an aerobics instructors sometimes I'm worried I may not get through a 
class without the urge to go.

•I get scared that the bone pain will get worse or the abdominal cramping will get 
worse and make it hard to function theat day and the next day, that I'll start 
cycling into a "flare" that will last a long time.
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•Sometimes strenuous activity causes gas, cramping and makes me run to the 
bathroom.

•No, but if I really don't feel well I don't push myself.

•Sometimes I can't run because of the diaria but when I can run I feel better and 
less windy

•I think I might have an accident or hurt something when I'm inflamed.

•My condition is well managed with diet SCD diet (some cheating!) and my 
Gastro assures me things won't get any worse. Hope that's true!

•Not a thought due to my work schedule. Never have time to exercise.

•I found it beneficial to keep as fit as possible but not to exercise beyond what I 
naturally felt liked doing. If I have a colitis attack and feel tired, it is better for 
me to get sleep than exercise.

•Anytime I think I'm at risk of a flare I am definitely scared if exercise and resort 
to LIGHT weight lifting and walking. But as long as I feel safe that a flare is not 
around the corner I am all for hard core exercise. Tehe.

•During a flare, there is definitely the worry about having an accident when 
doing exercise, especially running and team sports. When I'm not in a flare up, I 
still worry about whether I may be aggravating any scar tissue or inflammation 
inside me.

•Fear to take part in team sports or outdoor activities due to urgency

•I certainly was.

•When I may be beginning a flare , I don't want to use up my precious energy so I 
may not work out as long or as strenuously.

•only with flare ups

•I need to be near a bathroom! And I am so tired all the time I don't have the 
energy to exercise.

•Early morning exercise is more difficult

•I am 74 and have heart disease (5 stents) and take a bucket load of prescribed 
medicine. I also have constant back pain. I am constantly tired, probably due to 
the medication, hence I have no inclination to exercise and this has nothing to 
do with UC.

•I used to run every day...don't feel safe running now.
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•I stopped walking around the block stick with treadmill

•Jogging can irritate and it becomes a problem when outdoors and a bathroom is 
not close by!

•During relapse, I worry about over heating. It's hard to be active while anaemic.

•With muscle and joint pain exercise sometimes aggravates this. It is the 
incidental exercise that has declined however.

•Again not too much abdominal work. And weights in moderation too, I think the 
more weights you do it may possible build up the inflammation in your body.

•My doctor says exercise is good in that it prevents other side effect of the likes 
of deep vein thrombosis; I therefore prefer to feel that little extra pain after 
exercising and prevent a more fatal condition.

•No , but I do find I can't do as intense of workouts as before.

•Only when I'm fighting a flare. Then I stick to walking rather than jumping 
around.

•Only in the middle of a severe flare. I've pooped myself on more than one walk, 
and that's fine enough. But, pooping in the middle of yoga class is something I'd 
want to avoid. Of course, after a few months of flaring, I'm too weak to stand up 
let alone exercise, but at any other time, I exercise gently, but regularly.

•If I've been having a lot bowel movements, I don't like to work out. The sudden 
emergency to go doesn't fit well in the middle of a work out.

•Have to empty the bowel before I go exercise

•It is often hard to find a washroom when walking/biking/being active. So yes, 
that can be scary!

•If I'm having a horrid flareup with alot of bleeding, then I only exercise at home 
to avoid any embarassing accidents.

•I have periods of feeling very tired since diagnosis.

•Afraid to be at the gym or exercise class and not make it to bathroom, or 
walking outside and not be near a bathroom

•I used to be. I dreaded having an accident while at the gym. My husband put a 
small workout area in our basement but I found reasons not to go down there. I 
finally decided to start back exercising and not give a rats ass what happens, 
flare-wise. I don't know these people and they don't know me. If I have an issue I 
can always leave. I guess I've officially gotten old and crotchety!
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•I was back before I had a colectomy, but now that I have a stoma its easy peasy! 
I never even used to walk in case something bad happened, it used to really 
bring on flare ups.

•I don't want to push it too hard and fall out of remission.

•It's the fatigue that stops me, I just don't have the energy, when I'm flaring I just 
want to curl up!

•I have colitis limited to the rectum; my symptoms only include fatigue, 
transient joint pain and prior to diagnosis rectal bleeding. I've never had trouble 
with diarrhea, urgency, non-formed stools etc. But I also have asthma, rosacea 
and eczema; auto-immune and inflammatory stuff.

•Only when I'm in a flare.

•during flare ups its kinda hard to run outdoors.

•I believe regular gym workouts and walking the golf course several times a 
week have reduced the severity of flareups

•If my stomach is feeling
'queasy'...fear a potential accident...only sometimes

•I don't want to be completely exhausted after it as it can take me a few days to 
recover.

•Not at this time - not in a flare

•when i am having a severe attack, i am very hesitant to exercise. i walk a lot 
and have had some very embarrassing moments on a path.

•Going out for a run becomes difficult at times as you never know when a toilet 
break will be necessary.

•I'm anemic and feel tired a lot. It's hard to know if exercise will help or 
exacerbate the situation. I intend to start some low-intensity exercise again 
soon and see how it goes.

•Started the ab challenge and had to stop after the fourth day due to bathroom 
activity.

•I have to make sure I don't feel like I have to go before/during a workout. 
Especially squats.

•When I have a flare up and running outside I have urges more often maybe from 
the high impact and have to go poop somewhere where there is hopefully a tree 
or something to block the view from others seeing me.
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•Exercising stimulates the mind. It relaxes the body. Do not be afraid to exercise 
if you have UC. I often visit the bathroom 5 or 6 times during a weight lifting 
session. Do not be afraid to push your body to its limit.

•Worry about availability of bathrooms

•I am scared to exercise outside but I have made more exercise inside.

•to go to the bathroom the entire time. It was probably one of the most miserable 
experiences. That had never happened to me before during a race, which made 
me suspicious that something was going on with me, but I just blamed it on 
maybe eating something weird. I haven't run a half marathon since, but I am 
planning on running one after I finish vet school next spring. I am scared to 
experience that again, but I have been doing well on my medication so I am 
going to take the risk.

•I think exercise is a great stress relief and helps me to manage my stress and 
anxiety. I've never been extremely active but constant gentle exercise is great.

•I wont run in the morning until I've had several bowel movements, so early 
morning runs are impossible. Many times I've had to go halfway through a run 
and had to stop and walk! I hate it!

•I only jog or walk on my treadmill at home - in my room close to the bathroom, 
and I don't go to a gym anymore rather I do home based workouts.

•some activities of course need the usual bathroom planning or openness to 
going in the woods. I don't take long runs in unfamiliar cities if I have a flare.

•I allowed myself about a 4 or 5 months of remission before I pursued yoga, just 
because I had lost so much weight/muscle mass with my flare and to reserve all 
of my energy for healing. After doing that for a few months I began crossfit, 
which I loved and had no UC related problems with, but I stopped when I 
tweaked my low back. Its been yoga and running ever since and I've been in 
remission without medications for well over 2 years now.

•It's tougher to go on walks and/or jogs due to the fact that I might be too far 
from a bathroom to make it back in time. I limit myself to only walking around 
my court or building at work instead of my normal walking path due to staying 
close to a bathroom.

•If I am have a flare then yes!

•When I am in remission, I exercise much more and as much as I like. When I am 
in an active flare, I exercise much less, if at all. The reason is I usually jog or 
bike ride for several miles and I am afraid to do that when in a flare because you 
never know when the need to use the bathroom with strike and I don't want to 
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be several miles away from a toilet. That coupled with feeling very tired makes 
it difficult for me to exercise the way I want to.

•Many time i have to urgently rush to restroom, when i am outside excising I am 
constantly worried about attack and how will i manage.

•If I burn too many calories, I will be more constipated.

•When it is soon after a flare.

•I do have to plan properly when running and have taken Immodium when 
participating in races/events as a precaution.

•I have an ostomy now...more getting used to working out with that (I have 
noticed after exercising that the "pouch/bag" fills up extremely quickly...usually 
liquid...I guess it gets things going so I was wondering what that does to my GI 
system if I still had my colon)

•I wouldn't say I'm scared, but the 1 night per week that I play in my kickball 
league, my back is a bit sore after the game. It doesn't keep me from playing, but 
I wouldn't want to play any more on one night than I do.

•When I am in a flare, anything that takes me too far from my home or a 
bathroom keeps me from it. So biking, walking and running fall into this 
category.

•only when there is flaire up, then I have no energy for work out

•Sometimes when I run I feel the urge to go the bathroom pretty rapidly, also 
known as "runners trot"'

•I feel better about myself when I exercise.

•I know that exercise is good across the board, but irrational diseases often 
engender irrational responses.

•I seem to get fatigue/tired more quickly since diagnosis

•if experiencing a flare, exercise is completely off limits. even the suspicion that 
a flare may be developing will completely halt any exercise.

•Obviously, skip exercise when colon says 'Not today'. For me, pushing the body 
in exercise isn't a gain. Wait until symptoms decrease, then have back at it.

•If I am in a flare I won't leave the house to exrtcisr

•And that includes sex.
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•Don't be a victim!

•The time I chose to take to get to a higher intensity workout schedule is much 
longer than when I was younger and not UC.

•I know that intense exercise aggravates my symptoms so I avoid it, but 
moderate hiking, walking, biking, swimming, yoga etc. are all great outlets!

•Would like to jog, bike ride. But afraid to be far from home

•Same reason as above fecal incontinence...

•I worry about commitment to a sport because if I struggle with my UC then 
finding an excuse for poor performance or not being able to make it.

•when UC active - easy to have more accidents exercising so tend to only 
exercise at home where i can deal with it

•When my Colitis flares, I do not want to leave the house or be too far from a 
bathroom, so I often decides not to bother going for a walk or working out.

•No but prefer the exercise to be near home (for obvious reasons)

•I have a treadmill in my home

•85 years old not able to exercise

•A little bit. I read your book, and I'm concerned that I'll have to stop teaching 
fitness classes, and I'll have to become less active.
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Question 6:  Do you have 
any ideas about UC and 
exercise that you think 

might be helpful for 
others?

(200 People responded to this question, the answers are below)

•If you can't do a long-time favorite activity, try something new. I really wish I 
could run with my sisters but i'ts like having a bad knee. It's out for me.

•I love to ride horse and last two yearsl sine diagnosis, I have not rode much. 
This summer I plan to ride more. I plan on eating early and easy on intestine 
foods and eat less a couple hours prior to riding.

•I've often wondered if my once being so physically active is what has made me 
suffer worse now.

•There are some yoga asanas, which are strenghtening the colon muscles, e.g. 
the bow or the plow. I regularly do the Sun Salutation (Surya Namaskar) and 
add afterwards some special exercises for the colon muscles.

•Exercise seems to do my joints well when I am flaring.
•Exercise is good for everyone, just not when you feel sick. Stretching and Yoga 

helps also.
•Even though I have had to reduce my reps I still maintain a morning routine. 

Stay in the habit even though it's not where you want to be you can increase 
slowly to get to the level you want to be at. Some exercise is better than none.

•I live in an urban area and don't own a car so I walk everywhere. I believe it 
helps raise my moods which I feel helps with dealing with colitis. I also started 
riding a bike which I enjoy tremendously. It's great exercise and alot of fun. Any 
exercise is going to raise serotonin levels, so will help the colitis. I have also just 
switched probiotics so I feel all things together have helped me. I also want to 
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start doing yoga again and would be very interested if anyone feels it has helped 
them.

•As a female if I'm doing high impact (body attack) I would wear a sanitary pad. I 
won't let this disease stop me.

•Stress is a big factor on UC flare ups, so mild exercise could be beneficial to get 
rid or reduce stress.

•I think probably low level activity is good - such a slow, easy walks - when you're 
in a flare. Good for your physical and mental health. I think if you're in a bad 
flare, you just have to accept that you cannot do heavy exercise like you might 
want to. That your body in a flare is fighting hard enough to heal itself - you 
don't need to challenge your body even more by heavy exercise or over 
exercise. It's frustrating and hard to accept though.

•I believe exercise is beneficial to manage stress. It gives me energy and a sense 
of accomplishment no matter what else happens during the day.

•Once you feel good or are not in a flare. Light aerobics and gentle strengthening 
should follow.

•UC is affected by stress and emotion more than anything else. Exercising 
releases endorphins making me less stressed, happier and healthier.

•I try to exercise anytime after I would have had my bouts of bowel movement 
which is usually in the morning.

•When I am in a flare it is just to painful to do anything but walking.
•Personally moving my body makes me feel better than sitting around. If I am 

having a truly bad day in terms of symptoms ( I don't have many of those 
anymore thankfully) I choose physical activities that aren't too fast or 
strenuous like yoga or walking.

•keep hydrated!
•Could do it at home but I also have RA.
•At the first sign of any IBD, do all you can to calm the inflammation (Prednisone 

worked for me, when three other medicaions had little effect.) start a good 
probiotic (I use Ultimate Flora - extra care)and start the Specific Carbohydrate 
Diet (SCD). Be strict with it for at least 3-6 months. then try adding some gluten 
free products to see how you tolerate them. After 6 months with no flares, I'm 
eating whole rice, any type of beans, and products made with rice or corn flour, 
like GF pasta. Above all get closer to your maker and pray for healing.

•I find running and swimming helps me to reduce bloating.
•Yoga is the absolute best exercise I've found to date. It helps with mindfulness 

and gets me in tune with how my body is feeling. It also teaches body scanning, 
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gentle stretches and stress reduction. A lot of the poses can be done at home on 
the bed on a really bad day.

•Use a bike
•A bicycle is best for uc people
•It helps you to calm down and relax which is never a bad thing
•Walking & doing Yoga daily is good for Uc. According to the science of Yoga, the 

colitis is the result of reduced digestive capacity. The capacity of digestion is 
connected to the fire element and Manipooraka chakra . The slowing down of 
Jatharagni results in the increase of disease causing organisms leading to the 
weakening of chemical and muscular processes. This in turn weakens the 
immune system in the body enhancing the occurrence of diseases. Failure of 
functioning of intestine results in incomplete digestion of food and this 
undigested food comes out along with stool. This becomes the cause of bad odor. 
Through yoga therapy both, Prana urja and Jatharagni can be enhanced. With 
this the balance is re-established in the entire disorganized system.  Yogic cure 
of Colitis:
Once the acute state of disease is overcome, yoga practice can be initiated 
according to the capacity.
Start with Pavanmuktasan Part 1 and 2. Then the practice of group of 
Shaktibandhs should be started. Begin with simple practice of Vajrasan, and 
then gradually proceed to Bhujangasan, Dhanurasan, Shalabhasan, 
Pashchimottasan, Sarvangasan, Halasan, Mastyasan, Chakrasan, 
Ardhamastyendrasan, Mayurasan, Padmasan, Shavasan and finally 
Sheershasan .The regular and regulated practice of the above will provide 
adequate relief from the disease and restore good health.

•As above, I sometimes think running may aggravate my UC?
•I cannot exercise when I am over tired. It does not energize me.
•Exercise is good but be sure to keep hydrated. I have more energy when I 

exercise.
•Yoga and meditation help me as I've found my ulcerative proctitis is flared by 

stress!!! Much more important for me to get sleep and be chilled than to pound 
the treadmill nowadays.

•I feel that stress really aggravates my UC, therefore the exercise is an 
exceptional tool for handling my stress which, in turn, keeps the UC from 
rearing it's ugly head as frequently.

•When my colitis is ot active, I try to get as much exercise as I can without 
overdoing it and try also to only do exercise of a type that I actually enjoy, 
rather than deliberately exercising just for fitness. This way I try to combine 
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interests - for example going for bike rides and taking photos or taking a 
sketchbook with me, so the exercise doesn't seem pointless. In the summer I 
largely park up the car and bike and walk more; in the winter not so much.

•Just that the colon cramping can happen to anybody, but more often to UC'ers 
due to scar tissue build up so be aware if it and if you find that it is interfering 
with your exercise routine then there are IBS drugs out there that relax the 
muscles enough to help prevent them. Personally for me though I just learned 
to chill out when they start and they subside...and if they don't then there is 
always tomorrow to try again.

•I was a hockey player before being diagnosed with UC. Because I have had an 
almost continual flare up since then, I have had to stop playing hockey, due to: 
tiredness, worry about having an accident as hockey lasts an hour and 10 
minutes and you're bending over a hockey stick, and the major worry that the 
toilets are often far away from the hockey pitch! So I've changed my team sport 
to netball which isn't as strenuous, only lasts 35 mins and is held in a sports 
hall near toilets. If I go running when the flare up isn't too bad, I only go for a 
max of 30 mins, but just try to run faster each time. This is again because I feel 
a lengthy run may end up in an accident!
Most importantly, doing exercise, even if it is gentler, makes me feel normal and 
less stressed.

•When your feeling depressed. Do lots of cardio exercises. Try to be active as 
much as u can.

•from my past experience i have felt that Exercise and UC are reciprocal to each 
ohter.....if u exercise then UC will subside especially when ur exercise involves 
abdomen movements....e.g. manually washing clothes ....has always shown good 
results....even from first session of exercise..!

•When my body become stressed with exercise I seem to get urge to go to toilet :(
•I think exercise helps with formation of the stool-not sure if it is due to water 

intake , but stool is often formed and not soft or liquid like
•If I know my stomach is having a really rough day . Lots of bathroom trips I may 

choose to not do out door exercise so I'm not too far from the bathroom or some 
where comfortable .

•Not mcuh idea
•Well, if I do a lot of housework, which I am prone to do, I get worse. I did 10 loads 

of clothes because I had been away and they had piled up on vacation and I did 
them in one day. I immediately went into a flare that lasted three weeks. I 
scrubbed the inside of all my kitchen cabinets one day and the same thing 
happened. I am very anemic and quite tired all the time and I always thought 
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that had something to do with it. I was also diagnosed with tachycardia and that 
scares me. Gee, I sound like a chicken.

•When I exercise I don't feel any pain but afterwards I will kill the bathroom 
because I think I over exert myself sometimes.

•I think it makes me feel better to exercise, almost like I am fighting back. Plus I 
try to eat well. No breads seems to help!

•High intensity like running is no good but moderate weight lifting has helped
•Endorphins do a lot to lift my spirits and so even when I am scared of 

symptoms, I have learned to make myself leave the house and go to yoga class. I 
can check my ego at the door. I may not be able to do all that I can when feeling 
good but getting my energy moving and letting go of stress goes a long way in 
my overall well being. In August, I go on 15 years with UC. This is the first year I 
didn't stop excercising due to a flare. Instead, I modified what I did but kept 
going and it helped tremendously with the toll this disease takes on me 
mentally and emotionally.

•Yoga at home with a dvd tape is great....always close to the bathroom.
•increases symptoms when colitis is active.
•I try and always remind myself to feel proud that I am out exercising, since I've 

been through so much with UC
•Depening on the severity of a flare up, a trip to the gym or a run outside in the 

fresh air and sunshine tends to put me in a better pyschological mood.
Ideally I go weight lifing at the gym Monday Wednesday and Friday and head 
outside for a run on Tuesday and Thursday.

•Walking and yoga & tai chi
When i feel sick helps but if near death -- meditate

•Sometimes I'm just a bit too wiped out to get out on my bike, or a short walk to 
the shops can leave me a bit tired, if my insides have been flaring up, or as I'm 
recovering from a flare up.

•If you run too much or too fast, you can worsen a flare.
•yoga is the best and anything else that you feel comfortable with. WALKING 

MUST BE DONE and keep the joints 'oiled'. Lack of exercise is likely to 
'encourage' colitis.

•I really like Pilates or Yoga type exercise. Good all around work out and low 
impact.

•I don't really have helpful information on exercise. I just walk a lot.
•I don't fine that exercise helps my UC, I have been exercising for over five years, 

since I was diagnosed with UC thinking it would help. What it does help is my 
state of mind and my ability to cope with flare ups.Walking and yoga 
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DEFINITELY keep me comfortable between flares. I make a point to walk, twist, 
or otherwise move my guts around everyday since it helps keep me regular and 
seems to ease bloating. During a flare, walking and yoga help relieve stress and 
distract me from the overwhelming feeling that my life is over.

•When I was first diagnosed (during a 4 month flare), I started walking home 
from work everyday. Seven miles. This was in part because I hadn't yet learned 
the fine art of throwing my car into any approximately right-sized space, 
without risking arrest or accidental death, in order to rush into a public 
restroom.  Also, walking turned into a mental game. I'd noticed that the urgent 
need to evacuate my bowels always seemed to hit me as soon as I walked in the 
door, or as soon as the thought even crossed my mind that I was far away from 
my home toilet. So, I made a game out of pretending that I was further away 
from the relief of a private bathroom than in reality I really was.  So, for 
example... at mile four (about midway home on my daily walk) I might get a 
tummy rumble, or severe pain, or other warning. I would just breathe and tell 
myself that I was walking PAST my home, all the way to the East Coast (I live in 
the Midwest). I taught myself to breathe through the pain this way. The sense of 
expansiveness in time and space seemed to calm my nerves. When I did 
actually arrive home, I made a game out of opening the door very slowly, 
spending a few moments looking at the mail, then calming walking to the 
bathroom before ripping down my pants and bleeding out. This mental "game" 
often still, but not always, works when I have flares. If nothing else, it taught me 
not to panic. Anyway, I learned this trick by going on those long walks. It's just 
another tool in my UC toolbox.

•I find getting some walking in at least 4x a week, makes "things" move better for 
me. Don't be afraid to try an exercise. If it effects you negatively, try something 
else. Getting physical is always a good idea.

•I think I would feel better if I could exercise but I have no energy to get out and 
exercise!

•I like to do low impact stuff like the elliptical or walking on the treadmill. I'll 
increase the incline on the treadmill while walking instead of running. That way 
I get more of work out like running without the hard impact of running. I've also 
swimming to be great not only as an exercise but it stretches out and loosen my 
body. Sometimes i get sore muscle in my legs and lower back and pain relievers 
don't always work. But I've found swimming some laps helps loosen the muscles 
up.

•Yoga has helped me deal with stress, which for me increases my UC symptoms. 
Also running on the treadmill isn't as fun as running outside, but it usually 
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means their is a bathroom near by. If your already in running mode, than you 
can just keep on running to the bathroom!

•Lay off the high fibre foods and eat foods that digest in your small 
intestines.Puts less pressure on the large bowl.Only if you have symtoms.

•Keeping active is better then sitting
•• when I exercise I feel like my body has to focus on something else, rather than 

attacking itself.
• exercise is a great stress reliever, a major cause of my UC.
• I love weights and running so the gym is perfect - plus there's always a toilet 
nearby.
• I also love big walks outdoors, but will keep in mind where a bathroom might 
be.
• I get anemic & need iron infusions twice a year. I know during those times I 
have to stop exercise, rest more, because my body physically can't handle it. 
plus not feel guilty about not exercising then.
• listen to your body to find out what works best for you. I like yoga but some 
positions are no good for my uc (toilet break in class, not fun) so I practice it at 
home.
• do what you can, don't push too far past your limits, I find recovery can be a 
bit longer than non-UCers.

•I generally try to do low impact activities such as stretching/yoga but all at 
home. I even will occassionally get out the jump rope and go onto the driveway.

•Yoga for stress relief
•I personally believe that working out regularly is good for the human body, even 

us UC sufferers, it strengthens our immunes systems reducing flares and 
keeping our minds feeling positive which equals less stress.

•Yoga is excellent for UC, because it can be done slowly, and modified, with 
certain positions that will strengthen the digestive area. A good instructor, who 
has been taught be a knowledgeable teacher can show a student which positions 
are beneficial, and which positions to avoid.

•Yoga is my favorite exercise...I just need to do it more often! It makes me feel 
stronger than any other exercise, it's not strenuous, and it's calming which 
helps overall...but especially helps me get a more restful sleep. And I think my 
sleeping habits effect my UC just as much as my eating habits, etc.

•The more active I am the better I feel so it's a positive thing to be generally fit.
•Being active and working out help everything in our bodies and mind, and 

keeps what we don't have wrong already at bay!!!
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•I lay off the ab work, other than that, as long as I'm not bleeding too much, I 
push myself. I have to say I do feel better.

•Pilates is fantastic!! It helps with the mental aspects e.g. keeping calm and also 
as its gentle it limits the number of accidents!! It builds strength and also is one 
of the very very few things I've found that don't bring on flare ups. Walking 
gently for 15 minutes a day is also great. Swimming is hit and miss ... having 
accidents in the pool is BAD.

•Since I recontinued exercising my colitis has been more under control, and it's 
encouraged me to eat healthier which is great for anyone really. Before I was 
diagnosed I played basketball competitively 2-3 times a week, now I find that 
rather hard to do. Instead I do group classes that strive me do push myself but 
at the same time allow me to stop and go at my own pace. All in all I feel that it 
is very important to exercise with UC because the constant moving helps your 
body better digest and pass along the foods you eat through your colon.

•I think that things like yoga, or moderate weight training are helpful. Pushing 
myself to my limit seems to effect me in a negative way.

•Exercise helps you have better bowel movements.
•walking in nature,for 45 min to one hr, each day can help with the physical and 

emotional state of body and mind. Also, light to moderate yoga has helped. I 
totally believe that food plays a big role in ulcerative colitis & unfortunately 
there is not enough research to get to the cause.  I am 56 years old woman 
dealing with this disease for more than 20 years. But each day is a new day and 
new hope.  I prefer not to include pictures.

•I now value walking more than I used to. I used to run a lot more, now my 
distances are less and I can't seem to build up to longer distances. But walking 
is no problem and still good exercise even though it takes longer.

•KNOW YOUR OWN BODY! learn to listen to the inner voice of your body and 
make adjustments as needed. it's ok to skip a run or strenuous workout if in a 
flare.

•I find exercise keeps me in shape and keeps my bowels regular. Regular exercise 
and the specific carbohydrate diet seem to work well for me. Exercise is a great 
stress reliever as well.

•Keeping strong will always help you during those times when you're not so 
strong.

•get some walking or light jogging, and anything that helps with stress relief (for 
me
weight training)
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•I've been using Pilates videos on YouTube and I really like it, I don't even have to 
leave the house. I think, if you're capable of exercise you should do it, at least to 
some extent. Exercise benefits overall health and also relieves stress. While 
there's not necessarily a direct connection, I think exercise can help your UC or 
help you stay in remission by creating a healthier overall body and keeping 
down stress levels.

•Marathon training didn't work well for me. Put me into a flare each time.
•yoga /pilates the best. helps relax and helps you learn how to breathe if you 

have pain.
•Work on core strength exercises and exercises that improve the cardio-vascular 

system.
•Try not to overdo it. Walk a lot. Kick butt only a few days a week. I over 

exercised a lot and it really was more damaging than good. It's hard comparing 
yourself to people without IBD bc sometimes you cannot do as much.

•If you feel extremely tired you might have anemia from your UC
•At present, no words......think it's a personal decision for each person regarding 

their individual take.
•I feel my digestion is much better after a walk, I have less bloating and it can 

help to ease un-comfortableness too. Once I gain weight I hope to progress from 
walking as I used to be a lot more active.

•Any type of movement is important and imperative!
•I think that exercise plays a major role in relaxing and adjusting to the UC. I 

like to walk and getting that fresh air and the greenery, diverts my attention to 
the condition. During flare-up, it's so good to walk because if there is bloating 
and gas, the exercise helps to release and ease the bowel.

•I've found that once my UC was under controlled with meds i almost feel 
limitless...

•When I eat clean (organic and limited carbs) and exercise on a regular basis, my 
symptoms are almost non-existent.

•Keep moving. It helps. I feel that stress aggravates my UC and exercise 
definitely helps.  I personally feel that exercise is beneficial to those who suffer from UC 
although I fully appreciate that there are sufferers out there who will not feel like exercising or 
be able to exercise if they are suffering a flare.

•Yoga is great for stress reduction and therefore helps me with my colitis. I find 
that when I'm physically active my overall well being (energy levels, mood, 
clear mind, etc) are better. I find weight training and moderate running work 
best for me. Too much cardio and I begin to exhaust my system.
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•Jog in less populated areas where there are trees or "cover" in case of an 
"accident." And keep a small bag with some paper towels or a bit of TP to clean 
up if there is an accident.

•It's definitely easier to do something at home. No sense in paying for a gym 
membership when sometimes you don't feel well for awhile, or are only able to 
do 20 minutes of exercise at a time. I've enjoyed using Tony Horton's 10 minute 
trainer DVD's. You can do one, two, or all three 10 minute workouts at a time, 
and by using your own body weight, you don't need a bunch of fancy equipment.

•Yoga is beneficial to stress relief and helps the body feel at ease.
•I find yoga good for stress relief and to get blood flowing to my abdomen. When 

not in a big flare, I love to swim as it makes me feel cocooned and weightless, 
nice for aching joints. I used to run......I don't think running is a UC sport as it is 
too hard on joints and can make you need a poo (all that bouncing up and 
down!).

•If I am exercising (running) too hard I get a flare.
•Drink plenty of water while exercising.
•Just get as much exercise you can get, for your overall health
•Question 2 should have an "about the same" option. That is what I would have 

said. Since it doesn't, I chose "less" because I don't exercise much during my 
occasional nasty flare-ups. But most of the time, when I'm feeling fine, I exercise 
about the same amount since my diagnosis as I did before it.  I will add that 
home-based exercise (stationary bike, etc.) is a lot easier when my bowels are 
over-active, than running or biking out in the world, for obvious reasons 
(nearby bathroom)!

•At my age - I'm 69 - I feel safe enough taking a morning and evening walk. 
Nothing else, I'm afraid.

•I was so exhausted before my diagnosis that I wouldn't even consider dragging 
myself out to exercise. To force myself to do something, I registered in a 
swimming class. Having a required set time in which I had to be at the pool 
MADE me go, and once I started to go regularly I realized that it was a fantastic 
stress reliever. I did two classes back-to-back, felt much better and appreciated 
the "me" time that I had carved out for myself. When I get busy, it is very easy to 
let exercise slip, and because I can't commit to an evening class at this time of 
the year (my children are in too many end-of-year activities), my husband and I 
are walking in the evenings... this also gives us time to catch up with one 
another, and while I am not getting the cardio workout I got with swimming, I 
still feel better once we've been out. I plan to get back to the pool, but for now, 
I'm reminding myself that exercise does make me feel better.
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•I find exercising in the afternoon a lot less worrying, plus it increases my 
appetite which can't be bad!

•I love Pilates because:
1. Teaches me how to breathe deeply (helpful in pain management when 
spasming on the loo!)
2. Builds strength slowly - I feel strong not a weakling/victim
3. Helps me to de-stress, focus on my body and not my anxious thoughts
4. Lets me be in control of my pain levels for once - ie. when doing planks, or 
crunches, I am in charge of the muscle pain and I know it is good for me. 
Compared to UC pain which is uncontrollable and bad. Then when I do have UC 
pain I know I can get through it, and that it will be over at some point, just like 
exercise pain. (Weird but true!)

•As mentioned above, I believe consistent exercise helps keep my UC in 
remission. Obviously during a flare it is harder to maintain exercise due to 
tiredness and weakness but even pushing to do something in that stage helps 
ease symptoms or give a feeling of strength.  For years I have attended the gym 
regularly and take part in high cardio work outs because I feel the benefits from 
this exercise the most although lately I have introduced yoga to help combat the 
stress and anxiety which can add to my UC and have found this to be incredibly 
beneficial. A mixture of both work well for me. I also remember reading an 
article about the benefits of raising your heart rate for an hour a day to combat 
UC. I'll try and find the link.

•Don't overtrain, it's bad for your health and inhibits your muscular gains 
anyways.

•Overall, exercise is great for reducing stress and keeping you healthy. I do yoga 
and lift some weights on my non-running days to keep the stress down.

•Weight training is the best form of exercise for colitis. Improves joint strength, 
confidence, weight and health.

•I think moderation is fine, but when I get too intense or train too much (I was 
training for a marathon) I seem to flare.

•Stretching is good. Try to avoid strenuous exercises
•I notice that I feel much better and under control when I follow a regular 

exercise routine. The less I exercise, the more I feel a flare coming.
•I have found that really vigorous exercise (I play squash, bike, run) seems to 

lead to (at least for a time) more solid stools). An abs routine (situps) can help 
sometimes, but sometimes opposite.  If you take prednisone AND exercise, 
cramping is a bigger issue. Eat more bananas, for potassium, etc.
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•If I were in the presence of any active symptoms, I would scale back and reserve 
my energy for healing.....trying low levels of activity and seeing how my body 
responds.
When I was initially recovering from my (brutal) flare I would attempt to walk 
and this would illicit bleeding. I took this cue from my body and stopped.
Now, after over 2 years of remission I am able to perform a whole lot of physical 
activity without any issues.
I guess the key message is to really listen to your body and be kind to your body 
allowing for adequate rest, quality nutrition and decreased levels of stress.

•The worse time to exercise for me is after eating. Of I wait about an hour I'm 
fine. Also can't drink allot during exercise.

•I think exercise is helpful to people with uc, as long as you do not overdo it.
•When going through a flare I find it best to get as much rest as possible.
•I would probably have trouble exercising during a flare due to fear of accidents 

and weakened state/exhaustion, but I haven't tried that yet. However, I am in 
the best shape I've been in in years, since being diagnosed, because 1) exercise 
helps me with stress management, and stress is a major trigger for me; and 2) I 
am now less likely to take my health for granted, so I am extra appreciative 
when I feel good and am not flaring and try to be as active as possible. It goes 
along with diet in that taking better care of myself hasn't cured me, and I'm still 
on some low-grade meds, but my diagnosis was a wake-up call to take nothing 
for granted, so exercise is just another part of a generally healthier approach to 
life. I have had running trigger minor, short-term flares, but that's usually also 
in tandem with making a bad dietary choice. That said, I would think running, 
which is notorious for causing diarrhea even in some healthy folks, or other 
similar high-impact exercise would not be a good choice while flaring, but I tend 
to do fine with it, combined with strength training and some yoga and pilates, 
when my UC is in control.

•it helps me in digesting foods
•Exercise help me a lot with joint pain, whether is yoga, running or just walking. 

Specially when the pain is in my toes.
•Exercise such as cardio can speed up your digestive system, that is why I run 

on an empty stomach. I still have to make stops on occasion. Watch what you 
eat before hand, including being on a treadmill.
Lifting weights can also have negative affects on your digestion also, when you 
strain.

•I think swimming or bike riding or jogging is good to get the blood flowing which 
helps to clean your system.
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•If you are going to walk or jog, a treadmill is best because then you are usually 
only steps away from a restroom.

•Be mindful of where you are each day and listen to your body and it's needs.
•When exercising does both my symptoms I usually get pretty gassy and have 

urgency which is embarrassing
•I think pilates, and yoga is good for UC, well in a way "bad" for UC, but for a 

patient good thing :). Because it helps calm nerves and well, UC likes stress.
•I think exercise helps the colon flush out poop
•When I can tolerate it, exercises designed to strengthen my core (such as a less 

rigorous form of Pilates) seem to help with inflammation/general condition.
•Stretching out at the end of the day seems to help me for the next day. 

Breathing exercises in the morning really help set me up for the coming day.
•My uc almost completely cleared up when I lived a low stress and very active 

lifestyle in China for 2 years! I sweat through my clothes daily. Moved back to 
Canada and flared up after 2 months- back on steroids. I think stress played a 
larger role than exercise.

•I was recently diagnosed with UC and most people thought I would stop 
exercising as much (5 times a week). However, exercise energizing me, 
strengthens me, builds my confidence and I am surrounded by a great 
community of support. I do modify my workouts during a flareup, but the 
benefits are worth the effort in my mind.

•Feel yourself when you exercise. You should be able to feel how the kind and 
amount of exercise make you feel during and after the activity. Adjust 
accordingly. Generally, exercise should make you feel good.

•I would recommend anyone with uc to exercise and eat a balanced healthy diet.
•ive come to find that if i eat a healthier diet as well as do a little exercise at least 

5 days a week by symptoms seem to calm down and almost stop a flare.
•I think exercising makes it less likely that I will experience a flare up. When I 

exercise regularly I am usually also sleeping and eating better. I think it is the 
combination of those things that helps control my UC.

•I have been exercising for over 30 years (and I have had UC for only about 20 
years) so nothing really pertains to the UC...HOWEVER, I do believe that 
exercise is beneficial in warding off depression that one may experience having 
a condition such as UC. I don't think that exercise can ever be 'bad' as long as 
one is not over exercising.

•I definitely think exercise would help my UC. I just haven't been able to get into 
a routine because of working full-time, having a family, and other commitments. 
There really shouldn't be an excuse, but I just haven't made the time.
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•I deal with a degenerative disc and sciatica along with ischemic UC and 
ulcerative UC and IBS. Walking keeps my hip with less pain and keeps me 
mobile. Had my gall bladder out eight years ago and went to a chiropractor for 
the hip issue and wet on his nutrition program and put me on supplements. 
Standard process cholacol is bovine bile salts and has changed my life 
positively. I am off all scrip meds for colitis and most days have normal BM's!!! 
After forty years I am seeing a positive change and the weight is dropping off, 
for me is a great thing. Next is to get off blood pressure meds. Strict strict diet, 
given up many many foods

•Exercise seems to keep me from feeling so bloated all the time. My daughter & I 
do a type of fast walk with some jogging.

•Best exercise is yoga. Two years ago i had bad flares and nearly miss the 
operation. I started yoga and breathing, made such a big difference. not a single 
flare in two years. Infect recently seen my consultant and he was surprised i 
maintain my weight and my blood count was better then normal.

•I used to run and I found that running would make me feel a little worse with 
my colitis that some other activities. I would also get nervous with running 
because I would not always have access to a bathroom. I find that walking is less 
harmful to my symptoms. I have also gotten into Zumba fitness and that is just 
the right level for me.

•Weight bearing exercise is so important for us intermittent steroid users. Even 
one course of steroids can affect bone density. Weight bearing exercise such as 
running or jumping is soooo important for us. We don't need osteoporosis on our 
list to cope with.

•I think all kinds of exercise will have good effect on the body and immune 
system, stress hormones and more. I don't know if it is true, but psycho somatic 
I think energy, happiness, effort all together will help one to live with this 
decease

•Exercise seems to help me a lot. I feel better physically and emotionally, and it 
keeps everything moving through my system. Just need a bathroom handy! : )

•I have noticed that when i do intense exercises daily and get tired, my colitis 
suddenly flares up. since about past two months i have not been exercising 
much (I bike for an hour everyday) and touch wood my colitis is under control. I 
dont know if theres a connection between exercising or not, but i definitely have 
been seeing changes after reducing my exercising.

•Since following the SCD and doing yoga I feel in better shape than before I was 
diagnosed. I have no aches and pains , my digestive system is working 
beautifully and I feel full of energy. It's been 5 years since my diagnosis, 3 years 
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on SCD and last colonoscopy showed 0 signs of UC. Totally clear, totally healthy. 
Yeah!

•It seems to me that it helps me with stress which aggravates my UC. I feel so 
much better after exercising.

•I can't do sit ups or anything that is hard on my abs as it causes me to run to the 
restroom or occasionally vomit. Walking, Yoga, and swimming are my best bet 
when I am bleeding a lot.

•Exercise in general is a great way for me to deal with the anxiety and stress 
that sets off my UC. I find that if I go more than 1 day without exercising then 
my stomach is noticeably more upset.

•for the most part exercising def helps your mind set . having u.c. can def be 
depressing at times .

•Find something you can do at home on your bad days like a video or treadmill
•Walking is a wonderful way to forget about your UC. Even during a flare up I 

would put my headphones on and head out for a long walk. I made sure that 
there were bathrooms available along the way.

•Doing yoga helps to keep me calm and reduces my stress levels. I feel better 
when my stress is under control.

•I think that the more exercise the better since I believe that our symptoms with 
UC are affected by the amount of stress we are under. So the more exercise we 
can get in , the better for our stress levels, mood, and general health.

•Exercises that can be done at home seem most likely to be done. Weighted balls 
for arms and shoulders, walking the dog for cardia.

•Walking helps with gut discomfort - I walk everyday. I treat my uc with the 
paleo diet, and find it difficult to increase my weight, therefore exercise is 
limited as I don't wish lose any weight. I am currently in remission (one year).

•Swimming is a great form of exercise that you can take to whatever level you 
are capable of.
Mentally I think it is great to continue with exercise.gives you confidence and is 
a good distraction.

•Steve Redgrave, 5x gold Olympic medallist has UC. Everyone's different so play 
it by ear but don't be put off trying.

•During a flare I feel that exercising may aggravate it. This is just from personal 
experience, but I have found that laying or sitting calmly with little force being 
exerted is the only thing possible for me when going through a rough patch with 
this disease. Once a flare has passed, exercise is on!

•After my initial diagnosis and 2nd flare, walking was my intro back into 
exercise. It was my body and mind, that told me when walking was boring and I 
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could kick into a jog. Then eventually the outcome of this exercise pattern was 
my body healed (included diet and colazal) to the point I can do more activities.

•Walking really worsens symptoms. I have to run to the bathroom and hope i 
make it often.

•Exercise has been helpful for my UC b/c it relieves stress. I also have more 
energy when I workout. Being on prednisone this last time really made me 
retain fluid and weight and doing hot yoga really helped me sweat out all of the 
toxins from medications and extra fluid my body was holding on to.

•There's a commercial on TV right now that says, "A body at rest tends to stay at 
rest, but a body in motion tend to stay in motion." UC/Crohn's has already 
robbed me of so many delightful things in life, I'm not going to let it take my 
energy!!! Sometimes I think if I just keep running, it won't catch me.

•Yoga is amazing!!!! It can literally help bring me out of a flare.
•I like to workout, have so for decades. However, I've learned post-UC that I 

would rather sleep well and not be in top shape than to workout like a maddog 
and have some UC symptoms. In a way, my life is actually better post-UC.

•Be very careful not to overdo it. Exercise = great! Too much excercise = leaky 
gut and flares :( at least for me....also just so you know I was originally 
diagnosed with UC but my current doctor thinks that I might be a Crohnsy.

•I was an occasional exerciser until being diagnosed, and have since become 
involved in sprint and olympic distance triathlons, half marathons and am now 
training for my first marathon. I cut a lot of trigger foods from my diet - which 
seems to help me maintain health. However, I'm very aware of my symptoms 
and the moment I see an increase or have an off-day (or even a few sick hours), 
I back off the training. I think it's OK to exercise as long as you are aware of the 
demand on your body, and able to cut your routine back when needed. I don't 
want to let UC choose what I do in life, though I know it's a 2-way street and you 
can't be too aggressive.

•Exercise helps my UC. It calms me down when I'm stressed which in turn calms 
my UC symptoms.

•I learned in anatomy that stimulating the vagus nerve suppresses your 
digestive and immune system (can be done by increasing heart rate). So I bike 
about 3 miles every morning. Take a good multivitamin that promotes 
digestion. That's pretty much it. Some days I feel so good, I forget I have UC.

•If you are not too anemic from your blood loss, then do some kind of mild 
exercise. If you dont have the energy, sleep is always a healer.

•Exercise seems to help my UC.
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•I find plenty of water and peppermint oil capsules help as they reduce gas and 
bloating which can be uncomfortable and embarrassing when playing a team 
sport.

•Reformer pilates was really useful in getting back my core strength
•Diagnosed with UC in 1995. In 2008, I began running 4-5 days a week and was 

in the best shape of my life since being diagnosed. My UC went into remission 
for 3 years, which was unheard of for me. I think the increased oxygen supply 
to my blood helped keep my UC in remission.

•I am very active. I am 49 years old and I have always worked out. I still work 
out 4 to 5 days a week, ride my horse 4 to 5 days a week, and barrel race on the 
weekends.  I am now on the Remicade Infusions, which has been a blessing. 
Between that and my Balsalazide Disodium tablets I rarely have any problems. 
If I do, it's because I am not taking my meds like I should. I do what I want and 
eat what I want. I have recently lost 20 LBS. When everyone was losing weight 
because of their UC I was gaining. I am back on track and feeling strong.  I know 
the route I decided to take is not for everyone. I have to take infusions every 8 
weeks, but it keeps me sane and in control. I have my life back and living large!

•I personally love my walks..either it be outside or on my treadmill, I find 
walking helps me calm down and relax and almost even forget I have UC ! Very 
theratutic, calming and relaxing for me. Helps with my stress..especially in a 
flare-up.

•I think exercise is good for any one health . wish i could exercise I don't have a 
picture

•I think that relaxing and gentle exercise is good, when you try to exert yourself 
over your limit thats when UC doesnt like it and the flare up begins! Its like 
when i started running, i had a flare up within 2 weeks of training! I dont know 
if thats similar to runner diarrhoea syndrome but i guess it is because the body 
gets pushed to the limit and takes it out on the gut!

•I have heard that jogging/running is hard on your stomach/intestines/colon 
because of way too much bouncing around. I do not jog or run however so I have 
no first hand actual knowledge.

•I believe that doing something that you enjoy - in the form of exercise, be it 
zumba or yoga or running or anything else, you will feel better about yourself 
and only help your situation.

•Not sure if others have this problem or just my case.
•I feel that once you start exercising on a regular basis it does help the UC, this is 

my personal opinion.
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•I like to exercise in the morning when my stomach is empty and there's not too 
much going on in there to have any issues while I exercise. Sometimes when I 
exercise in the evening, I get more gurgling in my gut and an uncomfortable full 
feeling that makes it more unpleasant to be jumping around and such.

•I believe that exercise helps overcome tiredness caused by UC and helps keep 
other symptoms it at bay, however, there can come a point where you are too 
weak/exhausted to exercise as normal then it becomes a downward spiral

•Anything that stretches or my left side of my body makes my urgency worse. I 
can't lay on my left while sleeping...or do you yoga

•I recommend that if you want to run then you should run at home on a 
treadmill that way you are close to the bathroom.

•Tai chi is a very calming, gentle way to stretch your muscles, lower your blood 
pressure and take your mind off of things. I have to find more time to practice 
this.

•Running and yoga are both very helpful as they clear my mind, which I think is 
helpful for the colitis. However, sometimes I do get cramps in my colon during 
my runs. It's just important to keep the exercise up, and it helps with energy 
level and having an appetite, too!
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Closing Message From 
Adam - iHaveUC Founder

Great survey everyone once again!  
It’s really amazing to hear how 
exercise plays a role in so many of 
your lives.

On behalf of the 70,000 monthly 
users of the site, I really appreciate 
you all taking the time to make it 
worthwhile and interesting. 

I hope you’ve learned something 
about what other UC’ers are up to 

in terms of exercise.

If you’re brand new to the site...“WELCOME” to a pretty cool spot to 
be learning about UC.  If you’re an old timer here...thanks for making 
this place pretty special.  Have a great rest of the week and stay 
tuned for more future newsletter info.

Best regards,

Adam Scheuer

founder of iHaveUC.com and UC patient since Oct. 2008
join the newsletter here
my ebooks
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